We study a sample of 207 nearby galaxy groups and clusters observed with XMMNewton. Key aspects of this sample include the large size, the high data quality, and the large diversity of cluster dynamical states. We determine the overall metallicity within 0.3R 500 and the radial distribution of the metals. On average, we find a mild dependence of the core metallicity with the average temperature of the system in agreement with previous results. However, we identify the cause of this mild dependence to be due to relaxed systems only; disturbed systems do not show this trend, on average. The large scatter observed in this relation is strongly associated with the dynamical state of the systems: relaxed systems have on average a higher metallicity in the core than disturbed objects. The radial profiles of relaxed systems are centrally peaked and show a steep decrease with radius, flattening beyond 0.3-0.4R 500 . The metallicity of disturbed systems is also higher in the center but at much lower values than what is observed for relaxed objects. This finding is consistent with the picture that cluster mergers mix the abundance distribution by inducing large scale motions. The scatter of the radial profiles is quite large, but while for relaxed systems it decreases almost monotonically as function of the radius, for disturbed systems it shows a significant boost at large radii. Systems with a central radio source have a flatter profile indicating that central AGNs are an efficient mechanism to uplift and redistribute the metals in the ICM.
INTRODUCTION
Groups and clusters of galaxies are unique environments for elemental abundance measurements because, thanks to their deep potential, they are thought to retain all the metals that have been produced over cosmic time. The distribution of the metals in the ICM depends on the star formation history (and so the number of supernovae exploded so far) and on the efficiency of the different processes that injected the enriched material into the ICM (Schindler & Diaferio 2008 , and references therein). Thus, the study of the abundance and distribution of heavy elements in the ICM provides vital information on the mechanisms responsible for the metal transfer from galaxies to the hot gas, and on the different roles played by mergers, galactic winds, ram-pressure stripping and AGN outbursts (e.g. Renzini 1997 , Rasmussen & Ponman 2009 , Fabjan et al. 2010 , Höller et al. 2014 , Biffi et al. 2018 ). X-ray spectra provide an accurate measurement of the metallicity of the intracluster medium (ICM).
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Since the first X-ray observations of the iron line feature in the 1970s by Mitchell & Culhane (1977) , observations have confirmed that the ICM contains both primordial elements as well as heavy elements (e.g. De Grandi et al. 2004; De Grandi & Molendi 2009 ). However, metals are not distributed uniformly in the ICM as shown by the studies of the metallicity spatial distribution (e.g. Simionescu et al. 2009 , Lovisari et al. 2009 .
For many years it was almost impossible to perform metallicity measurements to large fractions of R 500 , but with XMM-Newton, Chandra, and Suzaku 1 , it has been possible to derive metallicity profiles for a sizable sample of galaxy groups and clusters (e.g. see the review by Mernier et al. 2018a) . These azimuthally averaged profiles show a centrally peaked metallicity distribution in cool-core systems and a relatively flat distribution in non-cool core clusters (e.g. De Grandi et al. 2004 , Pratt et al. 2007 , Leccardi & Molendi 2008 . Outside the cluster core, and irrespective of their central properties, the profiles gently decline out to ∼0.3R 500 . Beyond that radius, the metallicity is consistent with being flat, as shown by the measurements of the ICM metallicity up to the virial radius for several clusters (e.g. Fujita et al. 2008 , Werner et al. 2013 , Simionescu et al. 2015 , Thölken et al. 2016 , Ezer et al. 2017 , Urban et al. 2017 .
A proper modeling of the temperature is crucial, otherwise the combination of different temperatures, either due to a strong gradient or to a multiphase plasma, can lead to important biases. Buote (2000) showed that fitting a multitemperature plasma with a single temperature model leads to an underestimation of the metallicity. This effect is known as "iron bias". Rasia et al. (2008) by analyzing mock XMMNewton observations of simulated galaxy clusters, showed that projection effects, low spatial resolution, and a particular temperature range (i.e. 2-3 keV) can also lead to a systematic overestimate of the metallicity, known as "inverse iron bias" (see also Simionescu et al. 2009 and Gastaldello et al. 2010) .
The effect of these two biases can be an explanation for the trend found by Baumgartner et al. (2005) in the abundance-temperature plot. Using the ASCA archive observations of 273 galaxy clusters they found a constant abundance at a value of 0.3 solar for high temperature clusters, an averaged high metallicity (larger by up to a factor of 3 than hotter systems) for the objects in the 2-4 keV energy range, and finally an abundance drop for low temperature systems. Alternatively, this trend could indicate that different enrichment mechanisms play different roles in clusters with different masses, or that the star formation is more efficient in smaller clusters, as suggested also by optical and near-infrared observations of nearby systems (Lin et al. 2003; Gonzalez et al. 2007 ). However, it is hard to conceive a mechanisms at work only in clusters with a temperature in the 2-4 keV range. It is easier to focus on some possible measurement bias, which has to bias iron abundances high.
A step forward in our understanding of the radial distribution of the abundances in giant elliptical galaxies, groups, and clusters of galaxies was done by the CHEERS (CHEmical Enrichment RGS Sample, see de Plaa et al. 2017 ) collaboration. Analyzing the 44 CHEERS systems Mernier et al. (2017) found a significant negative radial metallicity gradient out to 0.9R 500 for hot systems (kT >1.7 keV) and 0.6R 500 for cool systems (kT <1.7 keV) with the latter having on average a lower metallicity than the most massive clusters. By construction the CHEERS sample of 44 objects contains basically only cool-core systems and is dominated by galaxy groups (i.e. average kT 3 keV), so it is not representative of the whole cluster population. Other recent studies (Ettori et al. 2015 , McDonald et al. 2016 , Mantz et al. 2017 , although more focused on the evolution of the metallicity with redshift, found a trend of higher metallicity in the innermost regions of cool-core clusters with respect to noncool-core systems. Moreover, the metallicity in the core was found to be much higher than the metallicity in the outskirts for both relaxed and disturbed systems (e.g. Ettori et al. 2015 , Mantz et al. 2017 . While these studies are based on more representative galaxy clusters samples for most of the systems they could not derive very fine spatial binning because of the high cluster redshifts which lead to an average low number of counts per cluster.
In this paper we investigate the metallicity for a large sample of nearby clusters for which we can derive fine spatial binning and extend the study of the radial metallicity profiles to a larger sample of hot clusters with respect to what has been done with the CHEERS sample. Since a systematic comparison between relaxed and disturbed systems can help to shed light into the mixing of the metals in the ICM, we investigate the impact of the dynamical state in the metallicity profiles of galaxy groups and clusters. Moreover, we investigate the impact of the central AGNs in the distribution of the central abundances.
Throughout the paper we assume a ΛCDM cosmology with H 0 =70 km/s/Mpc, Ω Λ =0.7 and Ω m =0.3. The estimated metallicities are all relative to the solar values given by Asplund et al. (2009) . The outline of the paper is as follows. The data preparation and analysis is presented in §2 and the results in §3. In §4 and §5 we discuss the results and present our conclusions.
OBSERVATIONS AND DATA PREPARATION

Sample selection
The aim of this work is the study of the metal enrichment of the ICM in groups and clusters of galaxies, and the determination of the impact of merging and interactions in the distribution of the metallicity in the ICM. We choose to look at a sample of local galaxy groups and clusters with available XMM-Newton data. As input catalog we used the MCXC catalogue (see Piffaretti et al. 2011) and restricted the search to all the objects in the NORAS, REFLEX and eBCS subcatalogs (Böhringer et al. 2000 , Böhringer et al. 2004 , Ebeling et al. 1998 , and Ebeling et al. 2000 . By arbitrary using an upper redshift cut of 0.1 we found 207 objects with useful (i.e. not flared) XMM-Newton observations (the list of objects can be found in Appendix of this paper). Clusters with multiple X-ray peaks, and clusters with an estimated 0.3R 500 2 extending beyond the XMM-Newton field-of-view (FOV) were removed from the sample.
Data reduction
Observation data files (ODFs) were downloaded from the XMM-Newton archive and processed with the XMMSAS v16.0.0 software for data reduction. The initial data processing to generate calibrated event files from raw data was done by running the tasks emchain and epchain. We only considered single, double, triple, and quadruple events for MOS (i.e. PATTERN≤12) and single for pn (i.e. PATTERN==0) and we applied the standard procedures for bright pixels and hot columns removal (i.e. FLAG==0) and pn out-oftime correction. All the data sets were cleaned for periods of high background due to the soft protons following the two stage filtering process procedure extensively described in Lovisari et al. (2011) . Briefly, a light curve was first extracted in 100 s bins in the 10-12 (12-14) keV energy band for MOS (pn). A Poisson distribution was fitted to the histogram of this light curve, and ±2σ thresholds calculated. The Good Time Interval (GTI) files were produced using these thresholds, and the event lists were filtered accordingly. The new event lists were then re-filtered in a second pass as a safety check for possible flares with soft spectra (e.g., De Luca & Molendi 2004; Nevalainen et al. 2005; Pradas & Kerp 2005) . In this case, light curves were made with 10s bins in the full [0.3-10] keV band. The point-like sources were detected with the edetect-chain task and excluded from the event files. The background event files were cleaned by applying the same PATTERN selection, flare rejection, and point-source removal as for the corresponding target observations.
Background treatment
The total background consists of many different components, each one characterized by distinct temporal, spectral, and spatial variations (see the Table 3 summarizing the different components at the XMM-Newton background analysis webpage). The main components are the non-vignetted quiescent particle background (QPB) and the cosmic X-ray background (CXB). The CXB can be then subdivided into three subcomponents: thermal emission from the Local Hot Bubble (LHB) and from the Galactic Halo (GH), and an extragalactic component representing the unresolved emission from AGNs.
Since it is the result of the emission of astrophysical sources the CXB is folded with the response files. To model this component we followed the method presented in Snowden et al. (2008) . Basically, the XMM-Newton spectra were fitted simultaneously with the ROSAT All-Sky Survey (RASS) spectra extracted from the region just beyond the virial radius using the available tool 4 at the HEASARC webpage. Both the LHB and GH were described by a thermal emission with temperatures free to vary, and with metallicity and redshift frozen to 1 and 0, respectively. The GH component is absorbed by a gas with total (i.e. neutral and molecular, see appendix A of this manuscript and Willingale et al. 2013 for more details) hydrogen column density estimated using an online tool 5 , while the LHB is not. The emission to account for the unresolved point sources was modeled with an absorbed power-law with its slope set to 1.41 (De Luca & Molendi 2004) .
The QPB consists of a continuum component and several fluorescent lines (see e.g. Mernier et al. 2015 for a list of those lines) which vary across the detector. The filter wheel closed (FWC) observations can be used to estimate the intensity of the various components. We first renormalized the FWC observations following the procedure explained in Zhang et al. (2009) . Then for every interesting region (e.g. the different annuli of the radial profiles) we extracted a spectrum from the same detector area and we fitted it with a broken power-law 6 plus 8 (9) gaussian lines for MOS (pn). We then included such a model in the fit with the normalizations of the broken power-law free to vary within a ±3% 3 https://www.cosmos.esa.int/web/xmm-newton/ epic-background-components 4 http://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/cgi-bin/Tools/xraybg/ xraybg.pl 5 http://www.swift.ac.uk/analysis/nhtot/index.php 6 The first power-law component account for the QPB continuum to account for the uncertainties associated with the normalization factor used to rescale the FWC observations which are on the order of 3-5% for relatively short observations.
Finally, we added an extra power-law, folded only with the RMF 7 , to the background modeling to account for a residual soft proton contamination which is affecting many observations even after filtering soft flare events. Following the suggestion of the ESAS coobook 8 we allowed the spectral index of this component free to vary in the range 0.1-1.4. Since this component may be different for MOS and pn detectors, both the slope and normalization are left free to vary in the three detectors and in all the regions of interest (this account, in first approximation, for the proton vignetting).
Spectral analyses
Our goal is to determine both an overall cluster core abundance and, when the data quality allow, the abundance profiles. The objects in our sample span a large range of masses and redshifts, so that their extension in the sky is very different. To have a fair comparison between the core abundances in different systems we extract spectra from a region within 0.3R 500 . This choice allows us to have a high S/N=S/ √ S + N and to focus on the radial region where groups and clusters show a metallicity enhancement.
All the regions used for the abundance profiles were centered on the peak of the X-ray emission. The size of the annuli have been determined by requiring a minimum width of 30 and a fixed S/N. The first requirement ensures that most of the flux (i.e. > 80%, see Zhang et al. 2009 ) comes from the selected region (due to the XMM-Newton PSF some photons scatter from one annulus to another), the second that the abundances are determined with a relatively low and homogeneous uncertainty. Due to the fading of the emission lines for increasing temperatures, hotter systems require a higher S/N to determine the abundances with a similar uncertainty of galaxy groups. Thus, the S/N in the 0.3-10 keV band used for different clusters was based on their overall core temperature (i.e. < 0.3R 500 ). The background level for the calculation of the S/N was determined using the FWC observations for the particle background component and using the results from Lumb et al. (2002) for the foreground component and rescaled to the area of interest. In Appendix B we give more details about our choice. All the extracted spectra were re-binned to ensure at least 25 counts per bin which is necessary for the validity of the χ 2 minimization method 9 . Some clusters are very bright and while the second for a strong low-energy tail due to the intrinsic noise of the detectors. 7 Ideally, since the protons are funneled toward the detectors by the X-ray mirrors, the power-law should be folded also through the ARF. However, the proton vignetting is different from the photon vignetting (e.g. Marelli et al. 2017) and to date, there is not proton vignetting model available. 8 ftp://xmm.esac.esa.int/pub/xmm-esas/xmm-esas.pdf 9 Because of the units (i.e. rates instead of counts) of the RASS spectrum (extracted with the HEASARC background tool v2.5.1) which is jointly fitted with our XMM-Newton spectra we cannot use the cstat statistic in XSPEC which requires an integer number of counts per bin. We show in Appendix C that this is not biasing our results. our requirement of a minimum width for selecting the spectral regions leads to a large number of counts in some spectra (in particular in the central regions). In that case a statistical grouping can dramatically oversample the instrument resolution and cause problems during the spectral fitting, so using the SAS task specgroup we set the minimum energy width of each group to be at least 1/3 of the full width half maximum (FWHM) resolution at the central photon energy of the group. The spectral analysis was done using XSPEC (Arnaud 1996) . Spectra were fit in the full (i.e. 0.3-10 keV) energy band with two absorbed (using the total N H ) APEC thermal plasma model (Smith et al. 2001) linking the abundances of the two gas phases, as the current instruments do not allow to measure the abundances separately and accurately. In each annulus, the MOS and pn spectra were fitted simultaneously, with linked temperatures and abundances, and all normalizations free to vary to account for the calibration offsets between the different detectors (e.g. Madsen et al. 2017) . Beyond ∼2 arcmin the second temperature component is basically unconstrained, even in presence of relatively good data. Thus, the outer annuli have been fitted with a single APEC model.
Morphology
One goal is to compare the distribution of the metals between relaxed and disturbed systems. Lovisari et al. (2017) found that centroid-shift (Mohr et al. 1993 ) and concentration (e.g. Santos et al. 2008) are efficient parameters to classify the X-ray cluster morphology. For each cluster we computed these two parameters within 0.5R 500 . We did not consider larger radii because most of the nearby objects lack XMM-Newton coverage in the outer regions. The result of the morphological analysis is shown in Fig. 1 . By fitting 10 the individual points with a single power-law we get a slope 10 Throughout the paper the fits were performed using the Bayesian code by Kelly (2007 of −1.64±0.18 with an intrinsic scatter of 0.33±0.11. Thus, as expected, there is a clear anti-correlation between the two parameters, as also indicated by the Spearman rank coefficient r=−0.54 (p<0.01). The most relaxed objects are the one in the bottom-right quadrant while the most disturbed are in the top-left quadrant. Systems in the top-right panel have a concentrated surface brightness with substantial substructures at larger radii or strong ellipticity and can be considered as objects undergoing a minor merger that did not destroy the core but creates an inhomogeneous distribution of the ICM. Systems in the bottom-left panel can be interpreted as post-merger clusters where enough time to erase most of the inhomogeneities has passed, but not sufficient to rebuild the peaked core.
RESULTS
Core metallicities
In Fig. 2 we present the average metallicity, A core , determined within 0.3R 500 as a function of the cluster temperature as determined within the same radius (kT core different fractions in different samples have an impact in the result shown in Fig. 2 and may lead to a wrong interpretation. Using the concentration and centroid-shift medians we subdivided the sample in relaxed clusters (i.e. high concentration and low centroid-shift, bottom-right quadrant in Fig.  1 ) and disturbed (i.e. low concentration and high centroidshift, top-left quadrant in Fig. 1 ) clusters. We also show clusters that are classified as relaxed using the concentration and disturbed with the centroid-shift (top-right quadrant) and relaxed using the centroid-shift and disturbed by the concentration (bottom-left quadrant). The results are shown in Fig. 3 . Apart from the innermost bin, the metallicities of the peaked-clumpi clusters are consistent with the ones of the relaxed systems and the metallicities of the smooth clusters are very similar with the ones of the disturbed systems. While this may be an indication that the driver for the high metallicity is the presence of a cool-core, we note that the metallicity distribution that we obtain by splitting the sample using only the concentration is very similar to the one we obtain by splitting the sample using only the centroid-shift.
Keeping in mind that there is no strong boundary between relaxed and disturbed systems and that the morphological parameters have some scatter due to projection effects, the result shows a very clear trend: the relaxed clusters have on average a higher metallicity in the core than the disturbed systems at all temperatures. Moreover, by fitting relaxed and disturbed systems independently the abundancetemperature correlation disappears for dynamically active clusters. The Spearman rank test gives a probability p=0.95 of no correlation for the disturbed systems. Relaxed clusters still show the mild relation (slope=−0.022±0.010, r=−0.19 and p=0.11) but it becomes more uncertain when excluding kT< 1keV (slope=−0.014±0.011, r=−0.09 and p=0.48) or kT< 2keV (slope=−0.016±0.008, r=−0.20 and p=0.15) systems.
Abundance profiles
The projected temperature and metallicity profiles are plotted in Fig. 4 , scaled by R 500 . The temperature profiles (topleft panel), renormalized by the average temperature estimated within 0.3R 500 , behave quite universally increasing from the center and reaching the maximum at 0.1-0.2R 500 and a slow decline beyond that peak. The metallicity profiles, show a large scatter in the center with values ranging between 0.3 and 2 Z , but show also a universal decrease with radius with a flattening beyond ∼0.4R 500 . In Fig. 5 we show the stacked profiles that have been estimated using Monte Carlo simulations. We performed 10,000 realizations of the profiles by randomly varying the observational data points of the temperature and metallicity profiles to determine new distributions. The randomization was derived from the distribution of measurement values and errors. The randomization of the data points with the radius, scaled by R 500 , was done using a truncated gaussian distribution to bound the points to the extraction area. For each realization and each radial bin we computed the average metallicity and the scatter to obtain a distribution of values. The median values of 10,000 realizations are shown in Fig. 5 with the 68% uncertainties taken from the distributions. In Appendix D we compare the stacked profile derived here with the one derived using the weighted mean. The stacked metallicity profile (right panel of Fig. 5 ) is compared with what was found by Leccardi & Molendi (2008) who analyzed a sample of massive systems (i.e. kT>3 keV) and by Mernier et al. (2017) who analyzed a sample of cool-core systems mostly in the low-mass regime. Our average profiles are in quite good agreement with the results of Leccardi & Molendi (2008) . The slightly higher metallicity obtained in their work can be easily explained by the use of a different N H (Leccardi & Molendi 2008 used the LAB values instead of the total N H used in this work). A higher N H (as assumed in this work) returns in general a smaller metallicity value, mainly due to the change in the measured temperature. For average column densities (3-5×10 20 cm −2 ) the impact can be of the order of 5-10%, enough to compensate for the observed difference. See Appendix A for more details. If we exclude the inner and outermost data points our metallicities are systematically lower (5-15%) than the ones by Mernier et al. (2017) . This deviation do not arise from a different column density because the total N H values were also used by Mernier et al. (2017) when fitting the data. Indeed their sample by construction includes only relaxed, cool-core systems while our sample includes also very disturbed systems. To understand if these disturbed systems can justify the observed difference, we split the sample based on their dynamical state. To emphasize the difference we only consider relaxed (i.e. the ones in the bottom-right quadrant of Fig. 1 ) and disturbed (i.e. the ones in the top-left quadrant) clusters. The result is shown in Fig. 6 and summarized in Table 1 . Indeed, the relaxed systems showed a strong drop from the center to ∼0.2-0.3 R 500 where the profiles flatten. On the contrary, disturbed systems show a much shallower drop. However, even when comparing only the relaxed systems there is still some tension between our results and the average profiles obtained by Mernier et al. (2017) beyond the central bin. Thus, the difference cannot entirely be explained by the presence of a larger fraction of disturbed systems in our sample. Differences may also arise from the use of different spectral fitting packages and plasma codes (e.g. Mernier et al. 2017 performed their analysis using the SPEX package, see Kaastra et al. 1996 , and un updated version of the MEKAL code, see Mewe et al. 1985) . So, a more detailed investigation is required to understand the cause of this difference but it is beyond the scope of this paper.
The scatter decreases almost monotonically from the center to the outer regions for relaxed systems while for disturbed clusters it reaches a minimum at ∼0.2-0.3R 500 and then it increases again in the outer regions (where anyway we have only a few measurements). The scatter in the cores is much larger for relaxed systems while disturbed systems show a larger scatter beyond ∼0.2R 500 . The increase of the scatter in the outer regions can be seen in Fig. 7 where we showed the metallicity profiles normalized by A core . Relaxed clusters (blue points) behave very similarly, with the highest value in the center and a drop of already a factor of 2 at ∼0.1R 500 for most of the systems. Beyond ∼0.4R 500 the metallicity of relaxed systems is a factor of 4-5 smaller than in the center. For disturbed systems instead is not always a monotonic decrease of the metallicity. The drop from the center is not uniform from cluster to cluster with the different profiles showing a very inhomogeneous distribution with the effect to significantly increase the scatter in the outer regions. In some cases the outer metallicity values are higher than the values measured in the center. This is the case for ∼30% of the clusters in the top-left quadrant (disturbed) and for a few in the top-right (peaked-clumpi) or bottomleft (smooth) quadrants. The only cluster that was classified as relaxed and shows an increasing metallicity in the outer regions is A2142, a massive cluster that shows a significant dynamical activity at large scales as shown by, e.g., Owers et al. (2011), Rossetti et al. (2013), and Tchernin et al. (2016) .
AGN feedback
AGNs have been shown to be an efficient mechanism for uplifting the metals from the central regions to the outskirts of a few individual galaxy clusters (e.g. Simionescu et al. 2009 , Doria et al. 2012 , Kirkpatrick & McNamara 2015 . Using hydrodynamical simulations, Biffi et al. (2017) showed that AGNs are indeed expected to distribute the metal-rich gas out to large radii. Here, with a large sample of galaxy clusters we statistically investigate the impact of AGN feedback on the metallicity profiles subdividing our sample in clusters with and without a central radio source (CRS). The presence of the CRS was identified using the NVSS catalog by requiring a maximum separation of 50 kpc from the X-ray peak as suggested by Mittal et al. (2009) (see also Edwards et al. 2007 ). Both distribution of clusters with and without a CRS cover a large range of temperatures (see Fig. 2 ). For the comparison of the metallicity profiles we only used the relaxed systems of our sample. This ensures that any effect is not related to the different profiles of relaxed and disturbed systems shown in the previous section. We also verified that even for this subsample, both galaxy clusters with and without a CRS span a broad temperature range ensuring that any effect is independent of the weak dependence of the metallicity with the temperature discussed in Section 3.1. The results are shown in Fig. 8 and summarized in Table  2 . The profiles of the systems hosting a CRS are much flatter, i.e. in the center the metallicity is systematically lower, at 10-20% level (although the scatter is also large), than the ones without a CRS. The effect is expected to be much stronger at the groups scale because AGNs are expected to leave stronger imprints at the galaxy group scale due to their shallower potential. Unfortunately, although there is a hint for a steeper profiles for the groups without a central radio source we only have 5 systems and that question should be confirmed with a larger sample.
Shaping the abundance profile in the cores
The shape of the metallicity profiles depends on the individual cluster histories. However, if we use the concentrationcentroid shift diagram as a proxy of the state of relaxation of a cluster, we can study how the central abundance and shape of the profiles change as the dynamical state varies.
Despite the large scatter, morphological parameters are Figure 8 . Stacked average metallicity profiles for galaxy groups and clusters with (cyan points) or without (magenta points) a central radio source. We used only the relaxed systems (i.e. the bottom-right panel of Fig. 1 ).
a measure of how relaxed the cluster is. Thus, for example the higher is the concentration the more relaxed is expected to be the cluster and the more time is probably passed since the last major merger. As a consequence, the expected abundance in the core of these clusters is expected to be higher because it hasn't been mixed and redistributed by large scale motions induced through the merger. In Fig. 9 (top panel) we show the positive correlation (slope=0.39±0.06, scatter=0.109±0.04) between the abundance and the concentration. The moderate correlation is confirmed also by the Spearman rank test (r=0.47, p<0.01). The most peaked clusters have on average a higher metallicity in the center. The tendency of having the highest metallicity in the most relaxed systems is also confirmed by the negative correlation between the abundance and the centroid-shift (middle panel). While some clusters are clearly relaxed (e.g. high concentration and low centroid-shift) or disturbed (low concentration and high centroid-shift) there are some clusters that are not so easily defined. As discussed in Sect. 2.5 they can be interpreted as clusters evolving in one or another dynamical state (i.e. relaxed objects which show infalling substructures, . Top: abundance-concentration plot. The data points are the individual measurements and the colors are the same as in Fig. 3 with the bold lines representing the median of the distribution for each subsample. The core abundances have been derived within 0.3R 500 and the concentration within 0.5R 500 . The cyan line is the best fit to the individual data points. The measurement errors for both the concentration and the core abundance are not shown for visualization purposes but they are accounted for in the fit. Middle: the same as in the top-panel but for the centroidshift. Bottom: stacked metallicity profiles for groups and clusters populating a different region of the concentration-centroid shift diagram as shown in the inset plot. The most relaxed clusters are the ones with a concentration above the 67 percentile and a centroid-shift lower than the 33 percentile. The most disturbed clusters are the ones with a concentration below the 33 percentile and a centroid-shift higher than the 67 percentile. Peaky-clumpi and smooth clusters are as defined in Sect. 2.5.
or post merger objects that are slowly moving back to the relaxed status). In the bottom panel of Fig. 9 we compare the metallicity profiles of the most relaxed (clusters with a concentration above the 67 percentile and a centroid-shift below the 33 percentile) and most disturbed objects (clusters with a concentration below the 33 percentile and a centroidshift above the 67 percentile) with the peaky-clumpi and smooth systems. Since there are a few low temperature systems with very high metallicity (see Fig. 2 ) to make the plot we excluded all the systems with kT<2 keV to make sure that any observed trend is not associated with them. Apart from the most relaxed systems which show a hint of lower metallicity, beyond ∼0.3R 500 all the profiles are basically flat and behave very similarly. However, in the core they look quite different, with the metallicity profiles steepening moving from the most disturbed to the most relaxed. This behavior is confirmed also when cutting at higher temperatures. Moreover, we note that while relaxed and peaky clusters share a similar core abundance they have a different metallicity profile. In the innermost bin the metallicity is very similar (both still have a core) but the most relaxed systems have a much steeper profile.
DISCUSSION
Whole core abundances
Our analysis of the global abundances is based on the inner regions of galaxy groups and clusters. We find that this choice emphasizes the differences between systems with different properties (e.g. temperature, dynamical state). In fact the largest difference in the metallicity profiles arises in the innermost regions while in the outskirts the divergence is not significant (in part because the quality of the data and the limitation of the current instruments do not allow to measure eventual small metal variation). By fitting the data points of the individual measurements we obtained the weak dependence of the metallicity with cluster mass in agreement with what found by previous studies (e.g., see Balestra et al. 2007; Yates et al. 2017) . The higher metallicity in low-mass systems together with their lower gas mass with respect of hot clusters (e.g. Lovisari et al. 2015 ) was interpreted as an indication for a lower star-formation efficiency in massive systems (e.g., Zhang et al. 2011). However, this metal dependence disappears when only the disturbed systems are considered. There is still a mild dependence for relaxed systems but it is possibly dominated by a very few low-temperature objects with extremely high metallicity. In fact, when removing low kT systems the dependence is much more uncertain. This agrees well with the result by Mernier et al. (2018b) who found a very similar average Fe enrichment within 0.1R 500 for a sample of 44 relaxed elliptical galaxies, groups, and clusters. Thus, a different fraction of relaxed and disturbed clusters at different temperatures in the analyzed samples might lead to a different observed dependence. Anyhow, we note that while there are 32 groups and clusters with a global metallicity within 0.3R 500 higher than 0.6 solar for temperatures below 4 keV, there is only one cluster (out of 13 relaxed systems) with such a high abundance at high temperatures. One possible explanation is that it is very difficult to build a very massive galaxy cluster without undergoing a major merger (or multiple minor mergers). During these events the core is disrupted or strongly affected, with the final effect of lowering the central metallicity. N-body simulations find that small clusters and groups have a lower merger rate (e.g., Neistein & Dekel 2008 , Genel et al. 2009 ), so that their central metallicity patterns are not destroyed during their evolution, and they can potentially reach high values. Another possible explanation is that in massive galaxy clusters the contribution to the enrichment from galaxies is probably negligible because galaxies comprise less of 5% of the baryons in rich clusters. At the groups scale instead the baryon fraction in galaxy members is at least equal to that of the hot gas (Giodini et al. 2009 ), so enriched material from galaxies can significantly impact the amount of metals present in the ICM. That would explain the slightly higher metallicity observed in the center of the low-mass systems. However, low-mass systems also show in some cases a quite low metallicity (Z≤0.3Z ) which is not observed at high temperatures. While there are possible systematic uncertainties related to multitemperature structure, this might indicate that indeed different processes are at work in different systems and that for some reason the starformation efficiency in some groups is not efficient. These low-metallicity clusters are almost equally split in clusters with and without a CRS so the presence/absence of central AGN is probably not the cause of the high scatter observed in the low-mass regime. Fig. 4 shows the individual projected temperature (left panel) and metallicity (right-panel) profiles as a function of the radius rescaled by R 500 . It can clearly be seen that the dispersion is much larger in the core where some individual systems show a strongly peaked metallicity while others show lower values. This large scatter is independent of their dynamical state. The metallicity then declines with radius and seems pretty constant (within the large scatter) beyond 0.3-0.4R 500 . Fig. 5 shows the average profiles, split by their dynamical state. While the metallicity profiles of relaxed and disturbed systems differ in the central regions (R<0.1R 500 ), at large radii (i.e. beyond 0.4R 500 ) they are consistent with a flat distribution: a fit with a constant for R>R 500 gives a value of 0.28±0.11 Z (but see Molendi et al. 2016 for a description of the challenges in determining the metallicity in the outskirts). In the 0.3-0.4R 500 region the average profile of disturbed systems shows hints of a metallicity excess with respect to the average profile of relaxed clusters. This effect was also obtained with hydrodynamical simulations by Biffi et al. (2017) . It is possibly due to the metals that have been spread out from the center during the merging. The difference of the core metallicity as function of the cluster dynamical state, and the convergence of the profiles for relaxed and disturbed systems at large radii was also observed by Mantz et al. (2017) .
Average profiles
The difference between the profiles of relaxed and disturbed systems was already observed by De Grandi & Molendi (2001) who analyzed a sample of 17 hot systems with ASCA data. Their results showed a much larger metallicity gradient for cool-core systems than non-cool-core clusters. The moderate gradient observed for disturbed systems was interpreted as the remnant of a much stronger gra-dient that has not been completely erased by the merger events. Our results support this scenario as shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 9 . The most relaxed objects share the same metallicity in the center of the peaky-clumpi objects in agreement with the fact that the cores of both subsamples are unaffected. However the metallicity profile for the most relaxed clusters is much steeper than the one of the peaky-clumpi clusters for which the disturbance detected with the morphological parameters is probably associated with a large scale mixing. The most disturbed objects (in red) show a very weak gradient of the metallicity in the center, while the smooth systems (in green) show hint of a metallicity increase toward the center. Thus, there is a strict connection between the observed metallicity profiles and the morphological properties of the systems. Major mergers are able to erase the metallicity pattern in the center but also minor mergers have an impact on the metallicity profiles. However, even in presence of a major merger we might still be seeing a moderate metallicity peak in the center if we are in the very early merger stage where the metals have not been mixed yet, or in an old merger stage where a new abundance gradient is forming again.
AGNs feedback
The feedback from the central supermassive black holes has an impact on the distribution of the hot ICM, so they can potentially affect the shape of the metallicity profiles. AGNs manifest as central radio sources, which jets are often responsible for disturbances of the ICM. One example are the so-called X-ray cavities associated with inflating lobes of radio-emitting plasma. Some of the work done by these cavities is used to lift the metal-enriched gas (e.g. Kirkpatrick & McNamara 2015) implying that AGNs may be able to mix the metals on scales of several hundreds of kpc. In Fig.  8 we compared the metallicity profile for relaxed systems hosting a central AGN with the one without a central AGN and we found that indeed the former has a much flatter profile. This is interpreted as the redistribution of the enriched gas due to the AGNs. Another hint to support this hypothesis is the different impact of the AGNs on the profiles of galaxy groups and galaxy clusters, with the latter less affected by the presence of the CRS in the center. The effects of feedback from central AGNs is in fact expected to be more important at the scale of groups because of their shallower potential wells. It would be important to confirm this apparent trend with an even larger sample. We observe hints that profiles of groups and clusters with a central AGN have also a higher metallicity in the 0.2-0.4R 500 region. This is the first observational confirmation, albeit still at low significance, for the prediction of hydrodynamical simulations by Biffi et al. (2017) , who found that including the AGN feedback in the hydrodynamical simulations strongly reduce the central metallicity and increases the metallicity in the outer regions. Mernier et al. (2016 Mernier et al. ( , 2017 reported a much lower metallicity outside the core in galaxy groups with respect to the one in galaxy clusters while in the core they found a similar abundance. The median temperature of their sample was 1.7 keV and it is the value they used to characterize groups and clusters. Since we excluded all the nearby systems for which the XMM-Newton FOV is not large enough to measure at least 0.3R 500 , our sample does not include most of the galaxy groups analyzed by Mernier et al. (2016 Mernier et al. ( , 2017 . Moreover, by construction we did not analyze bright and nearby elliptical galaxies, so the number of systems in our sample with an average temperature lower than 1.7 keV is limited to only 18 galaxy groups. A more reasonable value for our sample is a cut at 3 keV, so that the groups and cluster subsamples have roughly a similar size. Moreover, since in the previous section we found that the presence/absence of a CRS may impact the metallicity profiles, for each subsample (i.e. groups and clusters) we investigate objects with and without a CRS separately. Despite the large scatter, in both cases we found that galaxy groups have a higher metallicity than galaxy clusters within ∼0.1R 500 . The metallicity in groups drops quite fast and galaxy clusters show a higher metallicity beyond that radius in agreement with the finding by Mernier et al. (2016 Mernier et al. ( , 2017 . The higher metallicity in the outer regions of galaxy clusters is also confirmed if we only consider the relaxed systems (i.e. bottom-left quadrant in Fig. 1 ) to avoid any bias from the metallicity-dynamical state connection discussed in Sect 4.2.
Low-and high-mass systems
CONCLUSIONS
We derived the average metallicity within 0.3R 500 for 207 groups and clusters in the local Universe (z<0.1) observed with XMM-Newton. For 156 systems the data were sufficient also to determine the averaged azimuthal metallicity profiles up to a minimum of 0.4R 500 and a maximum of ≈R 500 . Our main findings are the following:
• A mild anti-correlation between the average metallicity and temperature within 0.3R 500 . However, relaxed systems have typically higher mean metallicity than disturbed objects and when fitting the abundance-temperature correlation for relaxed and disturbed objects independently this mild anti-correlation weakens/disappears.
• The metallicity profiles rapidly decrease from the center to 0.2-0.3R 500 where they flatten and stay constant out to large radii. While behaving very similarly beyond 0.1-0.2R 500 the profiles for relaxed and disturbed systems diverge in the center where the formers have a much more peaked distribution.
• The average profile determined for relaxed systems hosting a CRS is flatter than the one determined for relaxed systems without a CRS. We interpret this in the sense that central AGNs can modify the shape of the metallicity profiles. Supportive of this interpretation is that the difference between the profiles with and without CRS is more accentuated at the galaxy groups scale where AGNs feedback is thought to be stronger due to their lower potential wells.
• Using the concentration-centroid shift diagram to classify different stages of the clusters' dynamical state we found that the more relaxed the clusters are, the more the metallicity profiles become steeper in the cores. We argued that this depends on how much time has passed since the last major merger: shortly after the merging the metallicity pattern is completely erased but if nothing new happens than the metallicity profile slowly begins to rebuild.
• Galaxy groups and clusters with similar properties (e.g. with or without CRS) have a different metallicity profiles suggesting that the mechanisms at work to enrich and mix the hot gas may not be the same at all mass scales.
• We showed that any trend depends on the applied sample selection and that, consequently, the sample needs to be well-characterized (in terms of mass, morphological state, central AGN) to enable meaningful interpretations. 
APPENDIX A: IMPACT OF THE USED COLUMN DENSITY ON THE MEASURED ABUNDANCE
X-rays can be absorbed by material along the line of sight. It follows that accurate cluster property measurements requires a careful estimation of the absorption. Commonly this effect is quoted as the equivalent column density of hydrogen although generally it is due to heavier elements. The abundance of these metals is usually traced by measuring the neutral hydrogen HI column density with 21cm measurements. A frequently used HI-survey is the Leiden/Argentine/Bonn (LAB) survey (Kalberla et al. 2005) . This only provides the neutral hydrogen contribution along the line of sight but does not account for the molecular and ionized hydrogen. A measure of the molecular hydrogen has been provided by Willingale et al. (2013) using the dust extinction E(B-V) measured in the B and V band and calibrated using the X-ray afterglows of Gamma Ray Bursts. As shown by, e.g., Schellenberger et al. (2015) the contribution of the molecular component starts to be significant above ∼5×10 20 cm −2 and can have a significant impact on the measured temperatures, and therefore, also on the abundances. In Fig. A1 (top panel) we show how the measured metallicity varies by using the LAB or total N H . While for low N H values (i.e. ≤ 3 × 10 20 cm −2 ) the effect is almost negligible, for higher values (i.e. 3-6×10 20 cm −2 ) can be as high as 10%. For higher column densities the impact is even more dramatic and can reach 50% or more.
In Fig. A1 (bottom panel) we compare the column densities obtained by leaving N H free to vary during the fit of the spectra extracted within R 500 , with N H,LAB and N H,TOT , respectively. Indeed, the agreement between the fitted values and N H,TOT is much better, in particular for large N H values. We note that in a few cases, even using N H,TOT is not enough and leaves clear residuals in the spectral fit. In these cases we use the N H,FREE to determine the spectral properties used in this paper. At low column densities the fitted N H values are in general lower (in agreement with the finding by Schellenberger et al. 2015) than the tabulated N H but the uncertainties in the measurements are pretty large.
APPENDIX B: S/N FOR THE METAL PROFILES
Due to the fading of the emission lines, it is harder to estimate the metallicity of the high temperature galaxy clusters than the one of cooler galaxy groups. To have a fairly similar selection of the annuli for galaxy clusters with different temperatures we ran a set of simulations to estimate the required S/N necessary to have an estimate of the metallicity better than ∼30%.
We assumed an extraction region of 5 arcmin, an exposure time of 30 ks, redshift=0.05, N H =3×10 20 cm −2 , and an input metallicity of 0.3 solar. The model of the particle background components has been determined using the FWC observations while the foreground emission using the results from Lumb et al. (2002) and rescaled to an area of 5 radius. Then, the normalization of the cluster thermal component was modified to match the required S/N. Each combination was ran 1000 times and for every realization we computed the relative error for the temperature and metallicity. In Fig.  B1 we show the median values of the distribution of relative errors with the 68% errors taken from the distributions. For cool systems (e.g. kT<3 keV) a S/N of 50 is sufficient to get metallicity measurements better than 30%. For hotter systems we had to use a S/N of 100 or 150. Note that for most of the clusters in our sample the S/N in the innermost annuli is still much higher than our requirement because of the minimum bin size of 30 arcsec. We checked our measured values to make sure that the fitted relative errors are consistent with the expectation from our simulations, and indeed the agreement is fairly good although in the outermost bins we usually find slightly larger relative errors. This is possibly due to the stronger fluorescence lines in the outer CCDs compared to the ones determined in the central CCD and that were assumed for our simulations. Anyway, that does not affect in any way the conclusion of the paper.
APPENDIX C: SPECTRAL FITTING
As explained in Sect. 2.4, for each cluster we are doing a joint fit of our XMM-Newton spectra and the RASS spectrum obtained with the X-ray background tool by HEASARC, for which we cannot use the cstat statistic 11 in Xspec. Several studies discussed that the use of the χ 2 statistic may bias the results (e.g. Humphrey et al. 2009 ), although the effect on the metallicity seems smaller than the one on the temperature for a large range of S/N (e.g. Mantz et al. 2017) . To investigate whether our results suffer from a measurement bias we ran a set of simulations. We simulated spectra using an exposure of 20 ks for kT=1, 3, and 5 keV, a metallicity of 0.5, and a redshift of 0.05. The model for the background has 11 In a recent release the support for counts statistics and the creation of a counts-based spectrum has been added to the tool.
been added following the procedure described in Appendix B. Then, the normalization of the cluster component was modified to match the interesting S/N: for 1 keV plasma we investigated spectra with a S/N=30, 50, and 100 while for hotter systems S/N=50, 100, and 150. Each combination was ran 1000 times. In Fig. D1 we show the median of the best fit values obtained by fitting the spectra with cstat or χ 2 statistic. When using χ 2 we fitted the spectra with standard binning (i.e. minimum of 25 counts per bin, referred as group in the figure) and spectra binned to get a minimum energy width of each group of at least 1/3 of the full width half maximum (FWHM) resolution at the central photon energy of the group (refereed as specgroup in the figure) . The second choice strongly decreases the number of bin that will be fitted. We find that biases in the abundance determination in the S/N regime of interest (see appendix B for the choice of the S/N) using the χ 2 statistic are in agreement with what obtained using cstat, in particular when the grouping is done by requiring a minimum energy resolution. This is because the bias is expected to increase with the ratio between the square root of the number of counts and the number of bin (i.e. √ N C /N bin , see Humphrey et al. 2009 ). While with standard grouping, N bin always increases with increasing N C this is not the case when setting a minimum energy width for the binning. Thus, when the number of counts is high (which is almost always the case in our spectra thanks to the high S/N required) the √ N C /N bin ratio becomes larger than 1 and the bias is comparable with what one obtain with cstat.
APPENDIX D: WEIGHTED MEAN VS MEDIAN METALLICITIES
The binned profiles presented in this paper have been obtained using Monte Carlo simulations instead of the weighted mean as done, e.g., by Mernier et al. (2017) and Leccardi & Molendi (2008) . In Fig. D1 (top panel) Figure C1 . The points are the median of the best fit values of the metallicity divided by the input metallicity obtained for each combination of temperature, S/N, and fitting method. Each combination was ran 1000 times. The circles refer to kT=1 keV, the squares to kT=3 keV, and diamonds to 5 keV plasma. Circles and diamonds have been shifted by -5 and +5 in S/N for visualization purposes the comparison between the stacked profile for the relaxed clusters obtained using MC simulations and the profile that one obtain following the prescription for the weighted mean (red triangles) given in Leccardi & Molendi (2008) . The latter appears to be systematically lower at all radii. The reason is that some objects in our sample have a very good data quality leading to very small statistical uncertainties (in particular in the center where we set a minimum width of 30 arcsec per annulus) of their measured metallicities. As a consequence, these galaxy groups and clusters have an important contribution in the final average metallicity profile. These long observations are often associated with particular classes of clusters, like strong cool cores or major mergers in contrast to the less exciting weak cool core clusters. Moreover, the quality of the data also depends on the fraction of flares and so the clean exposure time, introducing a bias, on top of the archival bias, that cannot be easily quantified. When removing six clusters (i.e. A4038, Hydra-A, A0085, AS1101, 2A0335, and A2199) that contribute to ∼65% of the total weight in the innermost annuli, this trend disappears and the two profiles overlap with only a residual ∼5% difference in the innermost bin. Those clusters are among the ones with the longest observations, and so delivering smallest statistical errors and so significantly contributing to the weighted mean values. Moreover, even with similar data quality clusters with lower metallicities have a smaller statistical errors and so biasing toward smaller values the average profile. To avoid this problem one can use either the median values of each radial bin or use the relative errors instead of the statistical errors as weights. In Fig. D1 (bottom panel) we compare the profile obtained using the MC simulations with the profile obtained using the median values (blue points) with the weighted mean profile using the relative errors as weight (magenta diamonds). The agreement is good even without removing any cluster from the sample because the weight of every individual system is much smaller than in the case of the weight based on the inverse of the square of the individual errors. Figure D1 . top: stacked metallicity profiles for the most relaxed (bottom-left quadrant in Fig. 1 ) galaxy groups and clusters derived using the weighted mean (red triangles) and compared with the stacked profile derived with the MC simulations (black points). (bottom) the same as in the left panel but comparing the profile obtained using the median (blue points) of the distribution with the weighted mean profile obtained using the relative errors as weights (magenta diamonds) and compared with the stacked profile derived with the MC simulations (black points, slightly shifted and without errorbars for visualization purposes).
APPENDIX E: CLUSTER PROPERTIES
In Table C1 we provide the list of clusters (column 1) used in this paper. Coordinates and redshifts are shown in columns 2-4. In columns 5-6 we provide the list of XMM-Newton observations which we investigated and the corresponding clean exposure times for MOS1, MOS2, and pn. The masses used to estimate R 500 are given in column 7 and are taken from Piffaretti et al. (2011) . In columns 8-10 we provided the estimated core abundances, concentration, and centroidshift parameters.
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